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Cardholder Name

Account NumberTransaction Date

Amount Foreign Currency or SAR

Card Number

Merchant Name
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  In reference to the card statement dated
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I executed a transaction on            /           /             in the amount of                                                   

at the above mentioned merchant but, I did not perform the other transaction, 

which is I am disputing.

I did not authorize or perform the transaction for the above mentioned amount for the 

reason ticked below.  Please investigate and take appropriate action and notify me.

I did not authorize or charge the above transaction and the Card 

            was lost/stolen             in my possession  all time. 

(Please provide full copy of the passport if transaction took place outside K.S.A).

I would request you to check my claim and take the necessary action and inform 
me the result..  

I agree to deduct any fees and expenses from my card/current account in case it 
is proved that the claim is incorrect.
I further agree that the relevant amount pending for the investigation and shall 
remain pending until the validity of the objection has been completed and that 
the Bank has the right to re-deduct this amount from the card account if it is 
returned to the account provisionally.
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The enclosed credit voucher has not been credited to my account.
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I have paid for the transaction by other means (cash/cheque/credit card) and enclosed by proof of payment.
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I Ordered goods or service relating to the above transaction and I have not received the good services.
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This transaction was performed but was subsequently declined/voided. Enclosed is the supporting proof of this. 
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I have been charged twice /                       times for the same transaction. 
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I am not sure of the validity of this transaction.  Please provide me with a copy of the sales draft ( SR.30 charge per copy).
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